
PSY202 Exam 2 Study Guide

You will have one hour, ten minutes to complete the exam.  You will need a 882-e-lovas
Scantron.

The exam will consist of 70 multiple choice questions, 50 based on the reading and 20 on the
lectures.  Chapters 5 - 8 will be covered and the lectures through May 7.

From the reading focus on the statements make concerning concepts related to the subject of each
chapter, the empirical support for views concerning the subjects such as genetics.  Know the
functions of consciousness and the nature and physiology of sleep and dreams.  Understand the
altered states of consciousness and the effect of mind-altering drugs.  Understand the key
components of the both classical and operant conditioning.  Have an understanding what learning
and behaviorism is and the cognitive influences on learning.  Be able to distinguish the various
types of memory.  Learn what various studies and experiments have demonstrated.  Finally, pay
attention to investigation of cognitive processes and various research has demonstrated
concerning language, problem solving/reasoning, and judgment/decision making

From the lecture portion of the exam, make sure you understand the terms and key concepts that
are highlighted on the overhead.
 
To give you an idea what type of questions will be on the exam, here are three questions
concerning the reading and the page where you will find the answer:

The EEG tracing of the patient in the sleep laboratory shows that brain waves have slowed to
about 1 to 2 cycles per second. In addition, breathing and heart rate have decreased. It is most
likely that the patient is
a. in stage 1 non-REM sleep.
b. experiencing feelings of anxiety.
c. in stages 3 and 4 of sleep.
d. in paradoxical sleep

Answer: Page Reference: Page 127

Being able to use knowledge at some later time requires the operation of three mental processes.
Which of the following is NOT considered to be one of these processes?
a. encoding
b. recoding
c. storage
d. retrieval

Page Ref: 176



The distinguished gentleman whispered to the equally distinguished lady, “Madam, your ship is
slowing.” This statement illustrates
a. a spoonerism.
b. what Herbert Clark and Catherine Marshall would call “common knowledge.”
c. Grice’s maxim.
d. inductive reasoning.

Page Ref: 212

Here is a question from the section covering the lectures:

Introspection has been defined as:
a.  Subjects' verbal reports about what they are experiencing in their mind.
b.  The influence of the cognitive unconscious on a person's mind
c.  Object Level Cognitions
d.  The stuff that dreams are made of.

Note:  No one will be allowed to begin any exam after the first student has completed the exam
and left the room.  Please be sure that you are on time to take the exams.  Also note that once you
begin the exam, you will not be permitted to continue if you leave the room for any reason.  Be
prepared to complete your exam fully once you begin.  You will not be permitted to use
dictionaries, notes, organizers, or the text.

Study hard and do well, which does not mean cram the evening or morning before the exam. 
And get a good night's sleep the night before!


